
From Outputs to Outcomes: 
A system transformation approach 
for the Victorian child and family 
service sector
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A vehicle for 
strengthening the 
evidence base for 

Victoria’s child and 
family services 

The Outcomes 
Practice and 
Evidence Network 
(OPEN)



OPEN is a critical friend…. 

Ø connects the sector to researchers and 
evaluators

Ø provides resources, guidance and 
expertise 

To support evidence informed practice and 
practice informed research 



Why OPEN?



Why OPEN?

The Royal Commission into Family Violence 
recommended: 

• Improving the foundations of the current system 

• Building structures to guide long-term improvement 

• Strengthened data capture and use 

• communication and sharing of evidence 



Learning in organizations means the continuous testing of experience, and the 
transformation of that experience into knowledge - accessible to the whole 
organization and relevant to its core purpose. Senge et al., 1994



LS diagram



OPEN is…

• Interconnected but industry-led
• Sponsored by a sector-government-university 

steering committee

• In a unique position to facilitate integrated efforts to 
support transformation 

• Based on policy and research



Preskill & 
Boyle, 
2008



Implementation Model: bottom up and top down efforts 

online

technical 
support

face to 
face 

Forums, 
communities of 
practice, annual 
symposium 

Evidence summaries, 
Tools/ resources, 
blogs, case studies

small pro-bono 
consultancy projects 
and advice 

o Appreciative inquiry
o Accessible
o Action-oriented 



Examples of our approach



OPEN DATA PROJECTS

“A community program being able 
to source free expert support such 
as this is extremely valuable; it 
builds capability in evaluation and 
supports the development of 
evidence-based practice which 
ultimately supports families and 
children in our communities.”

– Project Worker, Community 
Service Organisation



From outputs to outcomes: OPEN Data Projects

Dog training in family services 

• Where did it come from?
• What does the evidence say?
• What is the theory of change?
• How do you know it is making a 

difference?



14 
diverse 
projects

An 
ethos of 
learning 

Case 
studies

evidence 
buildingSector 

driven

From outputs to outcomes: Learning System Grants



From outputs to outcomes: Learning System Grants

o An implementation evaluation of a Practice Coaching Model in an 
early years service for children with a disability 

o A quasi-experimental evaluation of an evidence informed program 
for mothers and babies

o An action research project with residential care workers

o Documenting the evidence base for a culturally safe model of an 
Aboriginal Community Controlled Early Learning Centre



strategic collaborations

website

Digital 
Platform

Strategic 
collaborations 

Evaluation



From outputs to outcomes

ü By driving cultural change: A key enabler of the reform 
agenda; part of the learning system to support systemic 
change

ü By strengthening practice: supporting the sector to evaluate 
and build their evidence base from the ‘ground up’, 
implementation support and supporting better evidence use 
to achieve outcomes

ü By being a partner: Industry leading, Government backed and 
practitioners and universities collaborating to strengthen 
shared knowledge and practice. 
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Location
5/50 Market Street
Melbourne 

Phone
9094 3520

Email
Emily.mellon@cfecfw.asn.au

Thank you
Follow our progress 
www.cfecfw.asn.au/open/

http://www.cfecfw.asn.au/open/


The publication will remain the intellectual property of the Centre for Excellence in Child 
and Family Welfare (the Centre). The Centre will provide the Commission for Children and 
Young People with a licence to use these materials for the purpose of delivery of training, 
provided the training is not delivered for a commercial profit. The guide can be used by 
other organisations to provide training to their boards, executive/management, staff and 
volunteers. Any other use of the materials will require approval in writing from the Centre 
for Excellence in Child and Family Welfare.
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We respectfully acknowledge the traditional land of the Kulin Nation and we acknowledge 
the Wurundjeri people who are the traditional custodians of this land.

We pay respects to their past, present and future Elders. We recognise that their 
sovereignty was never ceded and the structural inequality created by invasion continues to 
this day.

We appreciate and celebrate diversity in all its forms. We believe diversity of all kinds 
makes our teams, services and organisations stronger and more effective.


